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Abstract

Learning to answer visual questions is a challenging

task since the multi-modal inputs are within two feature

spaces. Moreover, reasoning in visual question answer-

ing requires the model to understand both image and ques-

tion, and align them in the same space, rather than simply

memorize statistics about the question-answer pairs. Thus,

it is essential to find component connections between dif-

ferent modalities and within each modality to achieve bet-

ter attention. Previous works learned attention weights di-

rectly on the features. However, the improvement is limited

since these two modality features are in two domains: im-

age features are highly diverse, lacking structure and gram-

matical rules as language, and natural language features

have a higher probability of missing detailed information.

To better learn the attention between visual and text, we

focus on how to construct input stratification and embed

structural information to improve the alignment between

different level components. We propose Multi-Granularity

Alignment architecture for Visual Question Answering task

(MGA-VQA), which learns intra- and inter-modality corre-

lations by multi-granularity alignment, and outputs the final

result by the decision fusion module. In contrast to previous

works, our model splits alignment into different levels to

achieve learning better correlations without needing addi-

tional data and annotations. The experiments on the VQA-

v2 and GQA datasets demonstrate that our model signifi-

cantly outperforms non-pretrained state-of-the-art methods

on both datasets without extra pretraining data and anno-

tations. Moreover, it even achieves better results over the

pre-trained methods on GQA.

1. Introduction

Visual Question Answering (VQA) continues to be a

topic of interest due to its broad range of applications, such

as the early education system and visual chatbot. Multi-

disciplinary research on VQA has yielded innovations in

multi-modality alignment [?], natural language understand-

ing [40], image understanding [9], and even multi-modal

*Work done during an internship at Samsung Research America.
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Figure 1. Multi-granularity alignment in Visual Question Answer-

ing. For each modality, the input is represented by different gran-

ularity levels, and Transformers (TRMs) are responsible for learn-

ing the correlations between levels.

reasoning [8].

Early methods addressed the multi-modal problem by

the simple concatenation of visual features obtained from

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and natural lan-

guage features obtained from Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) [3]. Although they established milestones in this

field and have provided insights into merging features, such

simple fusion methods do not offer good performance. This

has motivated many additional related works that primar-

ily focus on furtherly processing the features before merg-

ing, i.e., embedding these features into a new space [29]

or utilizing an attention mechanism to achieve better align-

ment [27]. Another related research direction has involved

the construction of graphs to represent image informa-

tion [15]. These explorations aimed to determine an effec-

tive way to achieve better alignment between multi-modal

features; however, the direct fusion of whole fine-grained

image features and whole natural language sentences is

complicated and lacks interpretability.

Taking Figure 1 as an example, while a human can eas-

ily answer the question, a model cannot directly achieve

that if without further processing the raw visual and lan-

guage features for a better alignment. However, if the mul-

timodel components are correspondingly well-aligned, the

model can work more straightforwardly to infer the answer.

More specifically, a machine that attends to specific words

or concepts in the questions and specific visual components
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in the image would arguably be more robust to linguistic

variations, irrelevant to the question’s meaning and answer.

We tackle this problem by implementing granularity

level alignment. Apart from only determining “where to

look” for visual and textual attention, we try to achieve

“looking correlation at the same level”. One solution

for achieving efficient attention-based alignment is to

implement a Transformer (TRM). Such architecture was

first proposed as a machine translation model [35], and later

popularly implemented in multi-modality-based tasks due

to its good alignment ability. However, many related works

are pre-trained models, which require extra computational

resources and extra human labor to collect additional

data and its annotations (i.e., 3.3M images and captions

for Conceptual Captions [31]). To make it even worse,

for some domains, i.e., medical, it is hard to obtain and

annotate such a large-scale external dataset. Thus, unlike

conventional Transformers, our focus is to more effectively

learn multi-modality alignment without extra data. To

achieve this, we embed graph-structured information into

our model by involving the concept of lead graphs.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel multi-granularity alignment archi-

tecture that jointly learns intra- and inter-modality cor-

relations at three different levels: concept-entity level,

region-noun phrase level, and spatial-sentence level.

Moreover, the results are then integrated with the deci-

sion fusion module for the final answer.

• We propose a co-attention mechanism that jointly

performs question-guided visual attention and image-

guided question attention and improves interpretabil-

ity.

• The experiments are conducted on two challenging

benchmark datasets, GQA and VQA-v2. They demon-

strate our model’s effectiveness over the methods with-

out extra pre-training data on both datasets. Moreover,

our method even achieves better results over the pre-

trained methods on GQA.

2. Related works

2.1. Visual Question Answering

Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a popular joint vi-

sual language task that has been of increasing interest over

the last few years. Its main task is to answer questions about

a provided image. Similar to other multi-modal tasks, VQA

requires the model to understand both the image and natural

language and to combine their features of the two modali-

ties. However, there is a greater reliance on reasoning when

answering visual questions. Implementing this reasoning

ability is challenging, since the features of the two modali-

ties lie in two very different domains: images lack the gram-

matical structure of the natural language, and it is high pos-

sible that the latter is biased in the sense that it makes it dif-

ficult for the model to output correct answers. These further

motivate the construction of a model that can align these

two features properly.

Early solutions employed convolutional neural networks

(CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to embed

the image and question, respectively, and extracted features

are them directly fused (i.e., via concatenation or a shal-

low network) to obtain the result [?, 45]. In other works,

one modality is further processed before fusion [38], or

both are jointly embedded into a new space by additional

networks [29]. Yet other works proposed architectures

that imply element-wise summation [26, 39] or multiplica-

tion [20, 27] to achieve better fusion of multi-modal fea-

tures. The simple feature fusion methods established mile-

stones in VQA task, providing insights into merging multi-

modal features.

2.2. Coattention mechanisms in VQA

Many works focus on exploring image attention models

for VQA [2, 39, 46]. In the natural language processing do-

main, there are many related works on modeling language

attention [5, 30, 41]. Some works learn textual attention for

questions and visual attention for images simultaneously.

[26] presents a hierarchical co-attention model for VQA

that jointly reasons image and question attention. [27] is

a multi-stage co-attention learning model that refines the

attention based on the memory of the previous attention.

[42] proposed a deep Modular Co-Attention Network that

consists of Modular Co-Attention layers cascaded in depth.

These works focus on the alignment between text features

and fine-grained image features, where images lack lan-

guage structure and grammatical rules, leading to difficulty

in obtaining a good result. In addition, most of these works

process questions in a simple manner and ignore the in-

ner logical relations in the natural language domain. These

issues become a bottleneck for understanding the relation-

ships between multi-modal features.

2.3. Transformers in the multimodal task

The Transformer [35] was initially proposed as a pow-

erful machine translation model. However it gained sub-

stantial attention due to its ability to learn attention in all

positions. In contrast to recurrent neural networks, Trans-

former expands the ability of the model to focus on the in-

ner relations between sentences,producing a so-called “self-

attention” property. (i.e., demonstrative term in the sen-

tence) For example, when translating the sentence “The ani-

mal didn’t cross the street because it was too tired,” it would

be helpful to know which word “it” refers to, as this would
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Figure 2. Overview of our approach. The following three granularity levels represent the image information: concept level, region level,

and spatial level. The input questions are described by entity level, noun phrase level, and sentence level information. Later, token features

and lead graphs are extracted from each level, then input into three granularity alignment Transformers (GA-TRMs) accordingly. (The lead

graph in the figure is for demonstration, where its value is randomly set.) Finally, the outputs are combined by the decision fusion module

to obtain the final prediction.

greatly improve the translation result. Due to the self-

attention property, the Transformer architecture has been

applied to other tasks beyond image captioning [24] or vi-

sual question answering [34]; it also shows up in the works

of vision-and-language navigation [11] and video under-

standing [33]. Furthermore, implementation of the Trans-

former architecture aids the model in learning cross-modal

representations from a concatenated sequence of visual re-

gion features and language token embeddings [18, 32]. In

addition, it learns joint representations that are appropri-

ately contextualized in both modalities. However, these

alignments are always achieved by pre-training on addi-

tional dataset [23, 31, 37].

3. Approach

We now introduce our Multi-Granularity Alignment

Transformer for VQA (MGA-VQA). Our main idea of the

model is to align multiple information levels accordingly

between multi-modal inputs and to integrate the information

to obtain the final prediction. Figure 2 illustrates the archi-

tecture of our proposed model, which consists of three sets

of alignments with different granularity levels. First, objects

are detected from the input image, with their names, cor-

responding attributes, and relations. On the question side,

noun phrases, entities, and sentence grammatical structure

are detected. Then lead graphs are used to furtherly guide

alignment learning, and they are constructed from the struc-

tural information extracted in the above steps, where the

nodes in the graphs are regarded as the token features for the

next steps. These features are the basic components of the

following three levels of granularity alignment transform-

ers (GA-TRMs): information of the concept level and entity

level, information of the region level and noun phrase level,

and information of the spatial level and sentence level. Fi-

nally, the outputs of the three GA-TRMs are used to predict

the answer via the decision fusion module.

Section 3.1 describes the extraction of the different gran-

ularity level features, construction of the lead graphs, and

formation of the token features from the image and ques-

tion. Section 3.2 explains in detail how the GA-TRMs use

the token features and lead graphs. Section 3.3 illustrates

the merging of the outputs from the three GA-TRMs by the

fusion module.

3.1. Granularity levels in VQA

In our model, three granularity levels are set for im-

age and question, describing different levels of information.

They are used to be aligned to the corresponding levels be-

tween modalities, i.e., concept-entity, region-noun phrase,

and spatial-sentence.

3.1.1 Granularity information in image

Given an input image (Img), three levels of features are

extracted with different levels of granularity. For each

granularity level, there are an associated set of token

features and lead graph pairs. We first construct graph

G = {E,L} representing the current granularity level

information, where the tokens (E) are the entities in the
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graph, and the lead graph (L) is the connection pairs in the

corresponding adjacency matrix. We now describe each

level in detail as follows.

Concept Level

The concept level consists of the semantic features of ob-

jects, attributes, and relations between objects. We first

extract this information from the image and build the cor-

responding graph Gc, i.e., the top left section in Figure 1.

To better input Gc to the next stage, we first regard rela-

tions as extra nodes; then, we split this graph into node se-

quence (Ec) and pairs that represent node connections by

index (Lc).

To describe the relations between nodes, we split the

“subject-predicate-object” triple into “subject → predicate”

and “predicate → object” pair. In this way, both the

“subject-predicate-object” relation and the “subject/object-

attribute” information are described by the index pairs,

which are regarded as the node connections (Lc).

[Example 1] For Figure 1, there are

Ec = [girl, left, right, dog, brown],
Lc = [(0, 1), (1, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1), (3, 4)]. �

Note that the token sequence feature Tc = {tc1 , tc2 , ..., tcN}
is computed from node sequence Ec = {eci}Ni=1 by GloVe

embedding [28] and the Multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

Region Level

The region level describes the middle-level visual features,

which represents the visual region of object. Unlike the ob-

ject features in the concept level, features in this level de-

scribe the object information visually instead of semanti-

cally. The token sequence features Tr = {tri}Mi=1 are ex-

tracted by the Faster R-CNN method, and the relation pairs

Lr are similar to Lc, where if there is a semantic relation

between two objects at the concept level, there is a corre-

sponding relation pair at the region level.

[Example 2] For Figure 1, there are Tr = [tgirl, tdog] and

Lr = [(0, 1), (1, 0)]. �

Spatial Level

The spatial level describes the holistic but highest granular-

ity visual features and provides detailed, spatial and supple-

mentary information to the previous two levels, i.e., scene

information. The token sequence features Tsp are extracted

from the backbone CNN, and Lsp is equal to the fully con-

nected relations for all feature cells.

3.1.2 Granularity information in question

Similar to Img, three levels of granularity are extracted

from input question (Q). Most previous works only

focused on the image features, ignoring inter-correlation

within sentence. In contrast to them, our proposed method

extracts structural and grammatical information, for better

alignments.

Entity Level

The entity-level features represent individual objects in Q

without attributes and help the model to achieve alignment

in the abstract. The token features Te are processed in

a similar manner as concept features for Img, and the

corresponding lead graph pair Le corresponds to the fully

connected pair.

Noun Phrase Level

We filter the result from a constituency parser for our noun

phrase level, discarding the determiners (e.g., ’a’, ’the’)

and filtering out the words expressing positional relations

(e.g., ’left’, ’right’) to save computational resources. The

noun phrase level is constructed to align with the region-

level features in Img, where the visual features contain

attributions. Since most of the components are composed

of multiple words, instead of merging them into a single

token, we split them and process the GloVe features with

the MLP, and obtain the token features as Tnp. In addition,

the corresponding lead graph pair Lnp corresponds to the

fully connected pair.

Sentence Level

For sentence level, we process Q with the dependency

parser and get the corresponding adjacency matrix (Deps)

from the dependency graph. Since visual features are of a

higher level and require less context aggregation than nat-

ural language [25], sentence-level features need to be fur-

therly processed before alignment to better embed the struc-

tural information with the input. Instead of directly in-

put the sentence token into the Transformer to fuse multi-

modality features, we first use an extra Transformer module

to process the sentence to get the context-aware features Ts.

Ts = T rm(MLP(GloV e(Q)), Deps), (1)

where GloV e(·) is the GloVe word embedding, MLP(·)
is the Multi-layer perceptron, and T rm(t, g) is the Trans-

former module with input tokens t and attention mask m.

Since the connection information is already embedded in

Ts, the lead graph pair for sentence level (Ls) consists of the

fully connected pair. Details are shown in the Section 4.2.

3.2. Multimodality granularity alignment

In this section, we explain our design for using token fea-

tures and lead graphs for alignment learning. For the lowest

granularity level, the concept and entity token features from

Img and Q respectively, are used as the token inputs of the

GA-TRM, which obtains the most abstract information of

both modalities. For the middle granularity level, the ob-

ject region and noun phrase token features from Img and

4
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Figure 3. Granularity Alignment (GA) Attention.

Q, respectiively, are fed into the GA-TRM to learn the co-

attention. For the highest granularity level, the spatial token

features from Img and the sentence token features from Q

are aligned, supporting the model with the most detailed in-

formation from the two modalities. This level of alignment

is responsible for learning the cross attention between the

detailed information, which does not show in the previous

two levels of features.

3.2.1 GA Multi-head Attention

The Transformer architecture was initially proposed in [36],

in which it used stacked self-attention and point-wise, fully

connected layers for both the encoder and decoder. The at-

tention function can be described as mapping a query and a

set of key-value pairs to an output. Our model follows the

same architecture, as shown in detail in Figure 3. The token

features from the image (TI ∈ {Tc,Tr,Tsp}) and question

(TQ ∈ {Te,Tnp,Ts}) modalities are concatenated. Af-

ter linear projection, they then employed with the learnable

positional encoding [36] to include both relative and abso-

lute position information. For each token, a query vector

(Q), a key vector (K), and a value vector (V) are created,

by multiplying the embeddings of the three matrices that

are trained during the training process. Instead of utiliz-

ing a single attention module, we also linearly project Q,

K, and V h times with different, learned linear projections.

Each of the sets of vectors is then input into the scaled dot-

product attention, and point-wise multiplied with the lead

graph (GGA) from the graph merging module:

AttGA(Q,K,V) = norm(softmax(
QKT

√
dk

) ◦ GGA)V, (2)

where dk represents the dimensionality of the input, and

norm(·) is the normalization over rows. Then, they are

concatenated and once again projected, resulting in the fi-

nal values.

3.2.2 Graph Merging Module

Our graph merging module is designed to convert graph

pairs (L) to single modality lead graphs ({GI ,GQ}), and

then merge them into the multi-modality lead graph (GGA).

Single modality lead graphs generation

The single modality lead graphs from image (GI ) and

question (GQ) are binary graphs that are first constructed

from the corresponding graph pairs from images (LI ∈
{Lc, Lr, Lsp}) and questions (LQ ∈ {Le, Lnp, Ls}). The

dimension of the GI is ||TI || × ||TI ||, while that of GQ is

||TQ|| × ||TQ||. For each pair in LI and LQ, we assign the

corresponding cell in the binary graph a value of 1, while

the others are assigned a value of 0.

[Example 3] If LI = [(0, 1), (1, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1)] and

||TI || = 4, then there is:

GI =









0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0









where the dimension of GI corresponds to ||TI ||, and the

2-D index of the nonzero value in GI corresponds to LI .

�

Multi-modality lead graphs generation

The multi-modality lead graphs (GGAs) are a set of binary

graphs of dimension (||TI || + ||TQ||) × (||TI || + ||TQ||).
We set different lead graphs for different layers of encoders.

For the first layer, the lead graph is

[

0||TI ||×||TI || 0||TI ||×||TQ||

0||TQ||×||TI || 1[||TQ||×||TQ||]

]

. (3)

This is to make the model learn the self-attention of the

question, since the visual features are relatively high-level

and require limited context aggregation with respect to

words in a sentence, the latter of which needs further pro-

cessing.

For the second layer, the lead graph is

[

0||TI ||×||TI || 1||TI ||×||TQ||

1||TQ||×||TI || 0[||TQ||×||TQ||]

]

. (4)

This is to make the model learn the co-attention between the

modalities.

For the third layer, the lead graph is

[

GI 1||TI ||×||TQ||

1||TQ||×||TI || GQ

]

. (5)
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which makes the encoder focus on the existing connectivity

in the two modalities.

3.3. Multigranularity decision fusion

The outputs of each level alignment are Hce, Hrn and

Hss, which embed the alignments of concept-entity, region-

noun phrase and spatial-sentence, respectively. We define

the linear multi-modal fusion function as follows:

H̊l = WT
l LayerNorm(Hl), l ∈ {ce, rn, ss} (6)

HGA = WT
GA [H̊ce; H̊rn; H̊ss], (7)

where [·; ·; ·] is the concatenation operation on vectors, Wce,

Wrn, Wss and WGA are linear projection matrices, and

LayerNorm(·) is used to stabilize the training [4].

In this work, we regard the VQA problem as a classifica-

tion problem, and the final outputs are predicted by averag-

ing the below logits. For the loss, we individually compute

the cross-entropy loss from the three alignment streams, and

make each alignment stream equally contribute to the loss.

We define the loss as follows:

L = LCE(fce, a)+LCE(frn, a)+LCE(fss, a)+LCE(fGA, a),
(8)

where a is the answer of the question. And fce, frn, fss,

and fGA represent the logits for the above three streams

and their fusion, respectively, which are linearly projected

by the previous outputs (Wce, Wrn, Wss and WGA).

4. Experimental setup and results

4.1. Datasets

4.1.1 VQA-v2

The VQA [10] dataset is a real image dataset that con-

tains over 204k images from COCO, 614k free-form nat-

ural language questions, and over 6 million free-form an-

swers. For each question, 10 answers were gathered

for robust inter-human variability. To be consistent with

‘human accuracy,’ the accuracy metric is acc(ans) =
min{# humans that provided that answer

3 , 1}, showing that

an answer is regarded as 100% accurate if at least three an-

notations exactly match the predicted answer.

4.1.2 GQA

The GQA [14] dataset consists of 20 million compositional

questions involving a diverse set of reasoning skills and 1.5

million questions with closely controlled answer distribu-

tions. Compared with other real-image VQA datasets, the

GQA dataset contains fewer language biases, involves more

reasoning, and focuses on large vocabulary questions. We

evaluate the reasoning ability of our MGA-VQA with the

test split and conduct ablation studies to validate the effec-

tiveness of each module in our model.

4.2. Implementation details

Our model setting is based on [35]. The encoder and

decoder are separately composed of a stack of 3 identical

layers, while the decoder is also composed of a stack of

3 identical layers. For the multi-head attention, we set 8

heads to achieve co-attention learning. The model is trained

with distributed training in PyTorch, with 4 GeForce RTX

3090 GPUs. The learning rate is set to 10−4 with Adam

optimizer, and batch size is set to 256. We merge same re-

lation tokens and attribute tokens in the concept level to re-

duce computational load and update the lead graph accord-

ingly; however, we do not change object category tokens.

The [SEP] (special end-of-sequence) token is inserted after

token features from image modality and is included in the

corresponding dimension. The visual features are extracted

from BUA [1], and the scene graph is built in a similar man-

ner as [16]. The spatial level features are obtained from

Resnet-101 backbone [12].

4.3. Model training details

Our model is designed to only use visual question an-

swer annotation pairs to learn finer grained latent features.

However, existing pre-training models rely on the additional

labeled data describing finer-grained granularity (e.g., cap-

tioning) to explicitly learn finer-grained features, which re-

quire more computational resources and extra supervised

data. Thus, our experiments are focused on training our

model from scratch (a.k.a., non-pretraining). Nevertheless,

our method not only achieves significant performance gain

over existing non-pretraining methods, but also achieves

competitive performance with some of pretraining methods.

Next, we will show you detailed results.

4.4. Quantitative results on GQA

4.4.1 Overall performance

We evaluate our MGA-VQA model on the GQA dataset

with the top-1 accuracy, as shown in Table 3. The meth-

ods that need the extra dataset [23, 31, 37] to pre-train the

Transformer model are marked in the ”Extra Data” column

of the table. Among the evaluated methods, BUA [1] is

an attention-based model that enables calculation of atten-

tiion at the region level rather than by using a uniform grid

of equally sized image regions. LCGN [13], NSM [15],

and LRTA [22] mainly focus on solving complicated vi-

sual questions by first constructing graphs that represent

the underlying semantics. LXMERT [34], Oscar [21], and

VinVL [43] are Transformer-based models that solve the vi-

sual language problem by pre-training the model to align vi-

sual concepts and corresponding concepts in the text modal-
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Method Performance

No. Name Extra Data Yes/No Number Other Test-dev Yes/No Number Other Test-std

10 MUTAN [6] ✗ 85.14 39.81 58.52 67.42 - - - 67.36

11 Counter [44] ✗ 83.14 51.62 58.97 68.09 83.56 51.39 59.11 68.41

12 BLOCK [7] ✗ 83.60 47.33 58.51 67.58 83.98 46.77 58.79 67.92

13 MuRel [8] ✗ 84.77 49.84 57.85 68.03 - - - 68.41

14 ViLBERT [24] ✓ - - - 70.55 - - - 70.92

15 MCAN [42] ✗ 86.82 53.26 60.72 70.63 - - - 70.90

16 VisualBERT [19] ✓ - - - 70.80 - - - 71.00

17 VL-BERT [32] ✗ - - - 69.58 - - - 70.90

18 VL-BERT [32] ✓ - - - 71.79 - - - 72.22

19 Oscar [21] ✓ - - - 73.61 - - - 73.82

20 Ours 1 ✗ 86.84 54.36 60.97 70.99 87.13 55.10 61.20 71.28

Table 1. Overall accuracy on the VQA-v2 dataset.

No. Single

Modality

Multi-

Modality

Low Level

GA

Middle

Level GA

High Level

GA

Lead

Graph

Node

Reduction

Accuracy

21 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ 48.01

22 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 54.99

23 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 61.65

24 ✓ ✗ - - - ✓ ✗ 50.22

25 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 61.45

26 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 62.78

9 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 65.93

Table 2. Ablation study on the GQA dataset.

Method Performance

No.Name Extra Open Binary Overall

1 BUA [1] ✗ 34.83 66.64 49.74

2 LCGN [13] ✗ - - 56.10

3 NSM [15] ✗ 49.25 78.94 63.17

4 LXMERT [34] ✓ - - 60.33

5 LRTA [22] ✗ - - 54.48

6 Oscar [21] ✓ - - 61.62

7 VinVL [43] ✓ - - 65.05

8 Human [14] ✗ 87.40 91.20 89.30

9 Ours ✗ 54.29 78.25 65.93

Table 3. Overall accuracy on the GQA dataset.

ity. The table shows that our model outperforms the state-

of-the-art methods, even those need pre-training.

1For a fair comparison, we do not use validation split and other external

VQA data (i.e., Visual Genome [17]) to train the model.

4.4.2 Ablation study

To validate each component of our model, we conducted

experiments for an ablation study, and the results are shown

in Table 2. The columns “Single Modality” and “Multi-

Modality” represent whether features from both the image

and the question are used for the final answer prediction.

The single modality setting uses only the question as the

input, which tests whether the model’s good performance

comes from the language bias of the dataset. Since there

are no image features under the single modality setting, the

multi-granularity alignment is not applicable. For the multi-

modality setting, three experiments were conducted in or-

der to verify each level’s granularity alignment. To guaran-

tee fair comparisons, we always set three different initial-

ized Transformer modules for each single-level granularity

alignment, preventing the model scale from affecting the

experimental result. To address the concerns about if the

current merging method involves redundancy in concept-

entity level, we set experiment about “Node Reduction” by

merging the same entity nodes in two graphs into one node

and combining their connecting edges.

Experiments 21, 22, and 23 show the performance of

using a single alignment for multi-modality, validating the
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Q: Do you see any glasses to the 

left �� 	
� ���� ���� �� �������

the umbrella?

A: yes

Image 

Concept Level

Question 

Entity Level

Att. 

(�� malized)

4. man
             |
    wearing
             |
3. glasses               4. glasses          0.66

(a)

Q: What type of fast food is the

 person near the boy eating, a 

hamburger or a pizza?

A: pizza

Image 

Concept Level
Question 

Entity Level

Att. 

(normalized)

0. boy                     10. boy
             |
    left
             |
1. man                    7. person           0.54
 

(c)

3. bread-orange

2. microwave-silver

0. fridge-silver

-silver

Q: Is the fridge to the left or to the 

right of the appliance that is to the 

left of the bread?

A: left

Image 

Concept Level
Question 

Entity Level

Att. 

(normalized)

0. fridge                 2. fridge            0.88
             |
    left
             |
2. microwave         12. appliance    0.51

2. microwave         12. appliance    0.51
             |
    left
             |
3. bread                  3. bread            0.79

(b)

0. spoons-orange
1. oven-silver

Q: Which kind of material are the 

utensils to the left of the oven 

made of?

A: wood

Image 

Concept Level
Question 

Entity Level

Att. 

(normalized)

 

(d)

Figure 4. Visualization of our MGA-VQA multi-modality align-

ment. The attention value is the normalized learned attention of

the last layer. The bounding boxes with IDs in the images corre-

spond to the text with the same color in the table.

need for multiple granularity level alignments. In addition,

more abstract information leads to a higher overall accuracy,

which may be due to achieving a better and easier align-

ment. However, when there is inaccurate information in the

high-level granularity alignment, the lower-level granular-

ity alignment will help provide some of the details. More

examples of this are shown in Section 4.6. Experiment 24

shows that the good performance is not from the bias of the

dataset. Experiment 25 is used to test the validity of the

lead graph, and the results indicate that with such guidance,

the overall performance is improved. Experiment 26 shows

that the tokens in different modalities play their roles, and

removing them leads to bad performance. To further val-

idate our model’s reasoning ability, we train and evaluate

our model with the ground-truth scene graphs and achieve

92.79% result. Since there is no annotated scene informa-

tion of the testing split, we randomly divided the validation

split into two, one for validation and the other for testing.

4.5. Quantitative results on VQA

We also evaluate our model on VQA-v2 dataset for

both test-dev and test-std splits, and the results are sum-

marized in Table 1 In addition to the methods tested with

GQA, we also test the following methods. Counter [44]

aims to solve object counting problem. MUTAN [6],

BLOCK [7], MUREL [8] and MCAN [42] mainly focus

on different multi-modal fusions. VL-BERT [32] and ViL-

BERT [24] are Transformer-based models that require extra

pre-training with extra, large-scale training data.

4.6. Qualitative results

To better evaluate our model, we visualize some exam-

ples of our multi-modal alignment in Figure 4. The table

shows the alignment between the concept-level components

in the image and the entity-level components in the ques-

tion. The corresponding object regions are highlighted in

the image. The results highlight the promising performance

of our method; our model turns out to be able to find cor-

related elements for both modalities, and even at the image

concept level, if the attributes are not accurately detected,

with the assistance of the low-level alignment, the model

obtains the correct final results (i.e., in Figure 4 (d), the at-

tribute of the spoon is not detected as wood.)

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel architecture named

MGA-VQA. In contrast to previous works that align vi-

sual and question features at a single level, our proposed

Transformer-based model achieves multi-granularity align-

ment and jointly learns the intra- and inter-modality corre-

lations. In addition, we construct a decision fusion module

to merge the outputs from different granularity Transformer

modules. In experiments, our model achieves outperform-

ing results in GQA dataset and decent results in VQA-v2

dataset. Furthermore, we conduct ablation studies to quan-

tify the role of each component in our model.

Research on graph-based VQA remains ongoing. One

direction is involving pre-training mechanisms into current

multiple granularity alignment and building a better deci-

sion fusion module. The other direction is finding a strat-

egy to better overcome misdetection or incorrect detections

at a single granularity level. Our MGA-VQA is an attempt

to explore this issue. However, we expect that additional,

related research will be conducted in the future.
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